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IOT INNOVATION HUB - INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
 

   You are from the 3th to 5th  year students; 

   You are major in Information Technology/ Computers Sciences; 

   You are innovative and eager to learn new things. 
 
Ericsson is one of the leading providers of Information and Communication Technology 

(ICT) to service providers, with about 40% of the world’s mobile traffic carried through 

our networks. We enable the full value of connectivity by creating game-changing 

technology and services that are easy to use, adopt and scale, making our customers 

successful in a fully connected world. For more than 140 years, our ideas, technology 

and people have changed the world: real turning points that have transformed lives, 

industries and society as  a  whole.  Our  comprehensive  portfolio  ranges  across  

Networks,  Digital  Services, Managed Services and Emerging Business; powered by 

5G and IoT platforms. Having been in Vietnam since 1993, we are currently the partner 

to provide the products and solutions to all the top local telecom operators. 
 

IOT INNOVATION HUB 
 
With the purpose of building a technology foundation for Vietnam to grasp opportunities 

in the fourth industry revolution (Industry 4.0) and assist local Vietnamese entities with 

the wave of scientific- technological breakthroughs and increase integration of Vietnam 

into the global economy, Ericsson signed a MoU (Memorandum of understanding) with 

Ministry of Science and Technology to establish an IoT Innovation Hub. The Hub serves 

main purposes as: 
 

-    Innovation platform that enables Start-up Entrepreneurship 

-    Learning & Education Platform 

-    Research and Development (R&D) Platform to focus on accelerating Vietnam’s 

advance in IoT. 
 
TASK DESCRIPTION 

 
You will work with Ericsson experts and project team members to establish the IoT 

Innovation Hub with following activities but not limited to: 
 

- Trying out different IoT hardware products and software tools and review them 

case by case.
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- Integrating the different hardware components with software platforms to realize 

end-to-end solutions 

- Being able to write code, test, and deploy code and maintain it to build up 

successful use cases on IoT Platform. 

-    Collaborating and exchanging ideas with experts in the fields of Internet of 

Things 

-    Implementing concepts and solutions for practical Industries usage. 
 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
1.  Currently in pursuit of a degree in computer science or information technology 

and have knowledge in network and communication. 

2.  Knowledgeable in programming/coding, database management and technologies 

like MS SQL, Exchange, Access and .Net frameworks. 

3.  Being open and excited to learn new technologies, be motivated as self-starters 

and have ability to effectively engage in written and verbal technical 

communication. 

4.  Clear understanding of what it's like to work in a startup 

5.  Being inspired by IoT and innovatively experimenting based on the available 

platform. 
 

WHAT ERICSSON CAN OFFER YOU? 
 

1.  3 to 6 months internship program with extendibility focusing on applying IT 

knowledge in building up IoT products/applications; 

2.  Exposure to the most recent trends of global technology such as Cloud, IOT, 

5G… 

3.  Practical experience in the on-going projects with Ericsson and centers under 

Ministry of Science & Technology; 

4.  Intern allowance of 200USD/month gross to support transportation and meals 
 

Kindly send your applications by 08-Mar-2019 
 to trang.a.nguyen@ericsson.com, and thu.thailinh@hust.edu.vn: 

 
   Curriculum Vitae with profile picture; 

   Copy of transcript with overall GPA of 2.7/5 (or equivalent) upward; 

   Copy of English certificate (TOEIC 450 or equivalents) will be a plus. 

mailto:trang.a.nguyen@ericsson.com

